COMMUNICATE AND
RELATE EFFECTIVELY
AT THE WORKPLACE
Connect with us

T: 8688 1833
E: ana@jilllowe.com
W: www.jilllowe.com/wsq

Key to Your Professional Success!
Based on the assumption that building healthy
working relationships is the real key to our professional success, this practical course lays out
everything it takes to relate with every colleague
or business partner for mutual benefit.
During the course you will have a chance to
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(Eligible for SkillsFuture Mid-career Enhanced Subsidy,
SkillsFuture Credit)
Eligible for Claim Period: 14 Oct 2019 – 26 Aug 2023
Training Duration: 2 days (16.00 hours)
Group size: up to 20 pax
Mode of training: training room

Course Objectives
Define communication and describe ways
that communication can happen.
Develop and reflect on own communication skills, including non-verbal, para-verbal and active listening.
State barriers to communication and
describe how to overcome them.

develop your communication skills. Equip yourself

Converse with others adeptly and mitigate
precipitating factors.

with expertise to overcome communication barri-

Define conflict and conflict resolution.

ers, resolve conflicts and negotiating to achieve
win-win outcomes.
Acquire the most efficient relationship-building
strategies, convey nothing but the message of
self-confidence and appreciation with your body
language and build up a lasting network of supportive relations!

Explain the conflict resolution process and
techniques to process different types of
conflicts.
Describe types of negotiations, phases of
negotiations and the skills needed for
successful negotiating.
Apply negotiation techniques and strategies to recognise mutual gain.

S I N G A P O R E

Course Fees

Please note!
The revised course fee funding (shown in orange) will apply to courses commencing on or after 1 January 2022.

What our clients say
Have attended Jill Lowe's 2 days of Effective Communication at Workplace course and it’s brilliant! Jill is an
extraordinary trainer with awesome wisdom, full of life and humanity persona, never fails to ignite one's innate
awareness! It’s always refreshing and beneficial to attend any of her training. One can unload, be prepared to
unlearn and relearn in a joyful and fun way. Kudos to her for her thought-provoking yet pleasant learning experiences. And thanks to her team for providing us a cosy environment too! Look forward to attending more of her
training.

Joyce S.
Pdtn & Editorial asst

Thankful to Jill Lowe, the trainer, for imparting important lifeskill to be effective communicator during the Communicate and Relate Effectively at the Workplace course. Useful tips to upgrade and upskill ourselves. Fun and memorable lessons! Applying what she taught.

Win Nie L.
Assistant Executive

The course by Jill Lowe is enriching and full of real life experiences to share with her students. She went beyond
the scope of the syllabus to bring out the pitfalls of communication and how to turn around a difficult situation. I
find the course very beneficial and would recommend anyone to join.

Markus O.
Consultant

